No. 1 Theory Because of this equivalence, these general wave-filters must necessarily have the same transmitting and attenuating bands as the " constant k " wave-filter which they include as a special case. Their propagation constants will be found to be adjustable over a wide range.
Mid-Series Equivalent Wave-Filter
Assume the known " constant k " wave-filter has n attenuating bands and that its series impedance derived by the second method has the form of n simple anti-resonant components in series, represented as
(10) Its mid-series characteristic impedance is JTi*-x/RH-tan- (11) Let the series and shunt impedances of the desired general wavefilter be 2 U and s>i, respectively, where the second subscript i indicates that these impedances belong to the wave-filter which is to have mid-series equivalence with the " constant k " wave-filter. Then *" = \/sii*i+l*!" ( 12 ) and the fundamental relation is that K 11 =K lk . (13) Certain inferences may be drawn as to the nature of the impedances Zw and S31.
a. The series impedance z n is similar in form to the series impedance z ik and is anti-resonant at the same frequencies as s u .. This follows directly from a comparison of formulae (11) and (12) . For whenever Zik is anti-resonant, corresponding to an attenuating band, K\ k is infinite, and to make K u also infinite z n must be anti-resonant irrespective of z 2 i in order to maintain an attenuating band at these frequencies.
b. The shunt impedance za corresponding to the series impedance Zji and the given class of wave-filter may, in its most general form, be taken as a parallel combination of simple resonant components {series L and C) equal in number to the total number of inductances and capacities contained in z n -This is a consequence of a general conclusion based upon formulae (2) and (4) and the properties of reactances, namely that in an attenuating band corresponding to each branch of the series impedance frequency curve, where the absolute value of su passes once continuously thru all values from zero to infinity, the shunt impedance z 2 i can be resonant no more than once. Since, however, the number of branches in the z n frequency curve equals the number of elements which z n contains, the above statement is proven.
c. Series resonance and shunt anti-resonance coincide if both are included in an internal transmitting band. Series and shunt antiresonance coincide if both are included in an internal attenuating band. This is a necessary relation in either case to preserve band con fluency.
To ensure the necessary similarity between z n and Zu it will be assumed that for every series component in z u . as above expressed there is one of proportional magnitude in Zu which latter may be written,
where the coefficients, mi, . . . m," are positive real numerics. From the formulae (11), (12), and (13) the shunt impedance becomes ".*+*<*'-*>. In the mid-series equivalent M-type it follows from (14) and (15) that, since z lk zi k = R of (19) and (21) A comparison of these formulae with those of the ladder type in (1) shows that when r' = I\ and K'=Ki, instead of such individual treatment designs will first be derived for low-and-band pass wave-filters which are wave-filters of higher class than these four classes and include the latter as particular cases. The simplifications in structure and formulae which result upon their reduction to the lower classes will be considered later.
Low-and-Band Pass Wave-Filters
The structure of the " constant k " low-and-band pass wave-filter as derived from the attenuation requirements has the form of Fig. 7. Since this form may be obtained from that given in Fig. 2 by assuming the critical frequency, /3 , in the latter to be infinite, we may under this assumption refer to Fig. 2 for the impedance and attenuation characteristics corresponding to Fig. 7 .
The series impedance z r . expressed as a function of frequency is Zik = i2-nfLik(l-\-l-WfrLikdk ), (26) where r is the ratio between the two inductances. The magnitudes of Lik, Cu and r are found from the conditions (7) which Z\ k must satisfy at the critical frequencies f , /i, and / 2 ; namely, z lk = +i2R, -i2R, and +i2R. The resulting simultaneous equations become f oW +flx-f y=+l, hw-fix-fiy =-l, (27) and / 2 w +fix -f\y = + 1 To verify these identities we need to consider the propagation constants only since impedance equivalence is known to exist. This is most easily accomplished in either the mid-series or mid-shunt cases by using the formula for e~r in (1) to show the sufficient relation for propagation constant equivalence, e -r = e -V e -r". (45) Here F represents the propagation constant of the section in the lefthand member of (44) Kz\(m= .6), as in Fig. 10 
equation (2) Then cosh r = i+i-,
and Kx = y/z&% +\z?. 
